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PART 1: The global structure of global discipline  
01 “Searching for Alternatives: Re-thinking Japanese 

International Relations (JAIR)”: common challenges and 

shared methodology, contribution of JAIR to the ‘Global 

Standard IR’(GSIR) 

02 Their cognition map: a division of labor :GSIR-national 

IRs 

03 typical, classic understanding of modern globalizing 

world: universal/particular dialectic (Roland Robertson, 

1992), main research subject of International Cultural 

Relations 

04 discrepancy from the reality (multilingual, multinational, 

multicultural), the flaw of Global IR (Acharya, Buzan, 

expanded version of English Social Science) 



PART 2:  The Formation of Global History: proposal of Tadashi Haneda 

01 Recent books on Global History in Japan: Kitamura,  Global History 

in Liberal Arts (2018), Yamashita ed.Historical Literacy in the age of 

Post-Globalization (2019) 

02 Haneda Tadashi (1953-) Iran, Islam History (architecture etc.), and 

Global History: Globalization and World History (2018) 

03 POINT1 global system of knowledge/(local) sub-systems of 

knowledge with distinct languages, culture, nationality etc.: equal 

value, no hierarchy (reality is quite the opposite) 

04 POINT2  the idea of English/Global English, Japanese/Global 

Japanese language + interaction/exchange between sub-systems of 

knowledges, mutual exchange between all languages 

05 POINT3 Suggestions (1) empowering researches done in 

Japanese language (2) Transmitting the essence of (1) in many 

different languages (not only in English) (3) ‘Global Humanities / 

Global Social Sciences’  

→strategic optimism, need for such future grand design 









PART 3: Global History and Multilateralism 
01 common scheme of international culture: Kotaro Tanaka (1890-1974): 

universality-particularity, a fixed division of labor by nation-states  

 ”On this earth, there is a flower garden, which cultures of each nation as 

the fruit of each nation’s history are gathered and co-exist in harmony. Or 

there is an orchestra who played one same symphony by each nation’s 

culture playing different melodies by different musical instruments. This 

perspective is not a fictional ideal but a living reality”.  (Tanaka 

1935:19-21) 

02 further challenge: Possibility of cross-mating/switching instrumentals, 

devising new ones: mutual change and mutation leads to new universality/

particularity? (possibility of cooperation among multitude based on 

singularity, Negri and Hardt) 

03 Towards making a Global History via Multi-layered multilateralism 

(multi-multilateralism) which invites endless formation/transformation 

of particular/universal dialectic: international, interlingual, intercultural 

through inter-people (in Japanese MINSAI) 
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